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Abstract

When an urban college campus is open to the surrounding community, students
benefit from a closer engagement with the resources of the city: entertainment,
markets, living arrangements, more cultural and professional experience. At the
same time, local residents enjoy a stronger regional economy from all of the
people attracted to study or work on campus, allowing closer contact for locals
with the world beyond the boundaries of their own city.
Though it is clear how valuable communal engagement is to urban life, we live
in a society obsessed with separation. The near-universal practice of extruding
backyard parcel lines has created architectural division, namely the fence, closing
off the yard from the block and the block from the neighborhood. This thesis
proposes an alternative scenario, in which the line between public and campus
community will be blurred.
This blurred line will be investigated in the relationship between the Rhode
Island School of Design and downtown Providence, which is currently a mix
of urban campus environments. Students neither have sufficient place to
socialize within the campus, nor enough contact the with local community.
Near the centre of the RISD campus, the one block radius of the RISD Museum
is surrounded by the city of Providence, but enclosed by College Hill and a
concentration of RISD buildings. For this reason, the public areas nestled in the
dense block are mostly used by RISD students. These spaces should be used by
both RISD students and residents of Providence.
It is necessary to explore how spaces in an urban campus that is open to the
public can have an important role for students and local residents. By blurring
RISD’s “enclosed backyard” and adding attractive recreational and cultural
events open to the public in these spaces, the spirit and identity of the campus
is promoted to create an urban connection between campus and city, students
and residents. The main intervention will explore an “inside-out” relationship,
by developing a new grid system based on the existing various levels of the RISD
Museum block and a refined plan arrangement revealing implied connections
between buildings. The system is partially exposed to draw in residents of
Providence, while the rest grows within the building resulting in a closer
relationship between interior and exterior, bringing both user groups into closer
contact without fences.
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Precedent Study

Precedent Study

Drive Thru Gallery
International Building Exhibition Urban Redevelopment Saxony-Anhalt 2010

Aschersleben – The oldest city in Saxony-Anhalt is an urban renewal pioneer. For
many years, it pursued an outside-in development strategy: As part of the IBA
strategy, superfluous building substance was demolished at the outskirts of the
city, to revitalise the historic city centre.
One of the main objectives of the IBA is to transform this road, which forms a
semicircle round the old town to the north, east and west, from a traffic slum to
a “stabilising ring.” On the one hand, some places were demolished because of
the enormously high vacancy rate of 75%. On the other hand, new blocks have
been set up containing logistical facilities like shopping centres or car dealers,
and derelict sites have been mobilised for artistic purposes.
In the road section called “Hinter dem Zoll,” the experiment with the first DRIVE
THRU Gallery was begun. The objective was to use the road as a public space,
to show art and culture to appeal to people, particularly the young, and to give
Aschersleben creative impetus. “Hybrid walls” (huge steel frames covered with
large transparencies) showed exhibitions such as Hitzefrei by Christopher Winter
and Feierabend by Andre Volkmann.

Open spaces of the educational campus were designed as part of the State Horticultural
Exhibition 2010. Image: Michael Uhlmann
“Wandelhaus” 2010, chezweitz & roseapple (Berlin) Detlef Weitz and Rose Epple with
Christian Fehr, Michael Kunter, Martin Siegmund

14

The sculptural intervention on the corner fallow in the interplay with the
neighboring fire wall of the neighboring house represents a visual link between
the best-horn park and the old city park, and is also a walk-through image
of a newly created public space.

“Celebration” 2010, Andree Volkmann
The DRIVE THRU Gallery presents the “Hitzefrei” exhibition featuring works by Christopher
Winter, 2007. Image: Doreen Ritzau
DRIVE THRU Gallery presents the “Hinter dem Fenster” exhibition by Albert Schweitzer allday school, 2008. Image: Michael Uhlmann
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Saitama Prefectural University

Storefront for Art and Architecture

By Riken Yamamoto & Field Shop

by Steven Holl

“This is a university that specializes in nursing and welfare. The
aim of its education is to develop the talent who will take leading
roles within local communities, where close cooperation will
be essential. To achieve this goal, we conceived an architecture
that can traverse the framework of conventional faculties and
departments, instead of completing or closing each faculty/
department.
Therefore, we proposed one single volume. Starting from one
volume, the plan had many problems to be solved regarding
each specific area, but our solution makes the correlation of each
element of the whole architecture seem as clear and systematic
as possible. Thus, the architecture becomes the landscape as if the
foundation of a city appears as architecture.”

Open ground floor and upper level transparent walkway in the building
“Riken Yamamoto Official Web”. 2017. Riken-Yamamoto.Co.Jp.

16

Storefront for Art and Architecture is a narrow, wedged-shaped
exhibition space, supported by a non-profit organization
dedicated to the advancement of art, architecture, and the built
environment. Designed by Steven Holl and Vito Acconci, the
Storefront’s porous façade is made up of 12 puzzle-like rotating
panels that open up the space in an effect that dissolves the
boundary between street and gallery. This precedent exhibits an
operable/movable facade system that allows for different spatial
conditions.
When the panels are locked in their open position, the facade
dissolves and the interior space of the gallery expands out on
to the sidewalk. If the function of a facade is to create a division
separating the inside from the outside space.

Operable/movable panels rotating for exhibition, Storefront for Art and
Architecture, New York City, 1982
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House VI by Peter Eisenman

Kanagawa Institute of Technology technical information
by Junya Ishigami

The house Situated on a flat site in Cornwall, Connecticut. House
VI stands its own ground as a sculpture in its surroundings. The
design emerged from a conceptual process that began with a grid.
Eisenman manipulated the grid in a way so that the house was
divided into four sections and when completed the building itself
could be a “record of the design process.” Therefore structural
elements, were revealed so that the construction process was
evident, but not always understood.
The house was effeciently constructed using a simple post and
beam system. However some columns or beams play no structural
role and are incorporated to enhance the conceptual design.

The aim of the project is to seek an ambiguity of architecture. The
building is a single-storey, one-room roughly 2000 square meters
large. This is a facility for students to come in whenever they like.
Facade are all glass. There are no earthquake-resisting walls or
braces whatsoever. This building relies entirely on an ensemble of
slight columns of varying proportions. None of the 305 columns
are identical in cross-shaped section and angle. Subtle differences
in the shape of the columns are defined by their structural purpose
and the role of the spaces they create. Groups of columns ambiguously divide the area to create a number of different spaces. The
columns are arranged within the architecture as trees placed on a
landscape, It makes a comfortable space like forest.

“I was beginning to think there could be a flexibility that results when the plans or other different
factors remain in effect, from simply softening and blurring their boundaries. Through this
thinking my interest shifted. I became interested in finding a way to design space somehow free
of geometry or any rules. I imagined this could lead to a new universality in space.”
– Junya Ishigami

Exterior of House VI
Interior Of House VI
“AD Classics: House VI / Peter Eisenman”. 2017. Archdaily.
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Interior of KAIT Open Workshop
“Junya Ishigami + Associates · Kanagawa Institute Of Technology KAIT Workshop”. 2017. Divisare.
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Site Analysis

Site Analysis

Site Documentation

RISD was a major beneficiary of the uncovering of the river and subsequent
riverfront revival. This has led to a different perception of the campus, placing
more emphasis on the River and Down city. Historically, Benefit St. was the
core of the campus, particularly with Memorial Hall acting as an ad campus
center, containing the mail room, the Tap Room and the Pit. The center of the
campus“slid down” the hill to South Main Street after the acquisition of 15
Westminster, the Weybosset St. properties and the relocation of social spaces
and activities out of Memorial Hall.
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Public
&Open Space
Zoning and History

Commercial
&Historical

Commercial
&Downtown

Downtown

The site is in between riverfront and hill terrace, the museum block is located in
center of the campus masterplan, have a core evaluation to both RISD and local
Providence city. The zoning is developing through ages, for now this museum block
is surrounded by commercial and downtown, residential and public space, and most
of the building is also belongs to historical zoning part.
RISD is an important part of the Providence and Rhode Island economy, making
payments in lieu of taxes and employing many faculty and staff who reside in RI.
29% of students rent housing off campus. The RISD Museum has been a popular
tourist destination since its founding, as well as a major educational resource to
persons of all ages.
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Site Plan

Metcalf
RISD Museum

Memorial Steps

Chace Center

Memorial Hall

Benefit Street
Memorial Steps

S Main Street
Bank Building

Market Square
College Building

The site located in the RISD Museum Block. The Museum is largest facility within
campus, and the densest area within RISD’s landholdings. The site including
College building, Bank Building, Memorial Hall, Chace Center, RISD Museum
, and also Memorial Steps in between those building which as an essential
connecting role for the campus and the city.
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Building Studies

RISD campus expands throughout the fabric of the oldest part of the city of
Providence and contributes to the preservation of the most salient urban
qualities of this historic district. Its facilities have grown around and within
original structures of the city by acquiring existing urban buildings, such as Bank
building (Bank), Memorial Hall (church), and College building (domestic houses),
and by adding new buildings within typical urban parcels.
These historic wings presenting an unique design and zoning challenges when
considering renovations, modifications, and additions.
The “stair” serves functionally and symbolically as the major thematic element
to operate as generators of new public spaces. This topographical accidents
between the campus buildings, from Market Square at the bottom of College
Hill, providing the circulation that is functional logical and contains the “urban
narrative” unfolding in both directions through a series architectural elements.
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Memorial Hall

The Memorial Steps

Memorial Hall acts as a barrier between the facilities of RISD on
the river and those up the hill.
Major additions in this sector include RISD Museum, which will
accommodate most school function, and Memorial Steps, which
have both circulatory and ceremonial roles.

Memorial Steps From Benefit Street Level

Memorial Steps From Covered Plaza Level

Program: Painting Major Studio

Memorial Hall in 1990 before Chace Center was built
Image: Will Hart
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Chace Center

Chace Center and Covered Plaza

Completed in 2007, the Chace Center offers a welcoming entrance
to the RISD Museum facing downtown, along with expanded
gallery space for contemporary exhibitions, a gallery for studentcurated exhibitions and the Minskoff Center for Prints, Drawings,
and Photographs.
The museum is both a regional destination and a great resource
for students, housing 80,000 art and design objects from every
period and genre around the world.
RISD WORKS, a gallery and design showroom on the ground floor,
serves as the museum gift shop and features work by RISD alumni
and faculty.
The Chace Center also houses studios for Foundation Studies and
a 200-seat auditorium perfect for a range of performances and
gatherings.
Program: Foundation Studies, Gallery, Shop, Auditorium
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Bank Building

East-side Facade of Bank Building

The historic facade of the Bank Building acts as a grand entrance
to the risd:store 3D, a specialized supply store for threedimensional projects, lives on the first floor, where you can buy
everything from cardboard to wood to steel, stone, clay, glass,
hardware, tools, safety equipment and more.
Program: Supply Store, Furniture Design

Front Facade and Entrance of Bank Building
“Bank Building « RISD Academic Affairs”. 2017. Academicaffairs.Risd.Edu.
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College Building

College Building 2nd Floor Tunnel &
Steps with North Facade

The College Building is home to the Textiles department and the
three Liberal Arts departments: History of Art + Visual Culture;
History, Philosophy + the Social Sciences; and Literary Arts +
Studies.
All students take liberal arts classes here throughout the semester,
interacting with faculty, engaging in intense discussions and
making unexpected discoveries through more than 250 course
offerings.
Textiles majors make use of the great Dobby and Macomber looms
in the weaving studios, the specialized knitting machines in the
knitting studios, a dye lab, a computer lab and print studios.
Program: Textile, Liberal Arts

College Building in 1990, Image: Will Hart
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Surface Study

Existing Steps and Covered Plaza

The North Steps between Museum and Memorial Hall
mainly function as circulation

38

The covered archway between Chace Center and
Memorial Hall is the place for campus events and activities

The south stair terrace between College building and
Memorial Hall mainly function as circulation

Entrance Tunnel under College Building
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Topography Elevation Study

Topography Section Study

Elevation of Memorial Hall, Covered Plaza, Chace Center
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Program

Program

Existing Building Program and Steps analysis
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Chace Center

RISD Museum
( South Building next to Steps)

Bank Building

Workroom
Workroom

Gallery

Hardwood,
Clay room

Covered
Plaza
Lobby

South Gallery,
Danforth Room
Student Meeting Room
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Memorial Hall

College Building

Textile Studio
Painting Studio

Proposed
Student Center,
Mechanical Room
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Frame Work Of Intervention

Frame Work Of Intervention

Space use: Interior-Exterior
The intervention will take place in places where both interior
and exterior space, by approaching“inside-out” design theory
redefines the status of an interior space as it allows public space
to go beyond the boundary limitation between public and private
space.

Formal: Campus-Society
As part of urban context, campus is more than a cultural
institution in the community, it’s also directly connected with local
economy and cultural, social activities. The programmatic part
needs urban infrastructure as part of campus organization which
creating the continuity in society.
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reuse programming strategy for interior urbanism.
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